
The Great Gazoo here once again! 

 

Given your dilemma, I have no idea how you HUMANS evolved beyond 
primordial soup!  If Fred (aka Dum Dum) and Barney are any indication 
of your starting point, and to what stretch George evolved, there is 
little hope for your race.  Consequences as they be, your teleport time 
travel portal is ready.  Are you?   

Transport day of June 9th is quickly approaching.  Planning is of the 
utmost.  Your day will be filled with decisions; to the future or past, 
Bedrock or Orbit Cities, partake in finding fire or interpreting the 
future, dino dig or astRo finders, grove to the sounds of the Rolling 
Boulders or glide with the Stellar Satellites.  No worries, your need 
for caloric intake will be accommodated - food replicator to fine 
dining caveman style.  And I hear you humans enjoy what you call them 
"adult beverages???"  An area near the portal has been set aside 
specifically for genetic offspring - entertainment ranging from 
informative to fun natural selection options. 

The cranially challenged humans I've been interfacing with are 
finalizing your departure details.  For now, keep your planning caps 
on.  In order to be identified as worthy future or past transport 
candidates, appropriate attire is a must - begin planning now!  The 
Flintstone & Jetsons have been my fashion role models! 

More to come in my next teleport transmission 

See you at transport central on June 9th 

Bye, bye for now; Toodle-loo! “ZAM” 

The Great Gazoo 



----------------------- 

More details to come.  For now, HOLD THE DATE – JUNE 9TH
 

Past M&L events;  http://lkingn.omp.net/Mark-Larry/ 

Masters of Parties, Mark & Larry 

(925) 831-3011 

----------------------- 

As has been our past tradition, we use our gatherings AS outreach 
opportunities.  We hope you will find it in your hearts to help us in 
supporting the American cancer society via various party embedded 
activities. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

http://lkingn.omp.net/Mark-Larry/

